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Overlooked Issues Part 17
Things I Have Learned to Look For In the Classics
Now that have covered most of the classic issues and before I discuss the last issue of the 19th Century, the 1899
that I feel is better covered with the later issues, I want to recap on what the collector may wish to do when turning
to one of the classic issues for their specialty. Obviously, there are a lot of things to consider when we start out on a
hunt for new material or just putting together what we have already accumulated, into a specialized collection. I
personally have had to deal with dealing with specialization in my past collecting endeavors as well as helping my
clients find items that they are lacking in their collections. So, I will start out with some rules that can help you get
started.
The first rule of collecting stamps is to buy something that you like. It may be a common inexpensive items of one
of great value, but the importance is that it catches your eye at a show or on eBay. The important part of this is the
item should be something you need, something you like in the way it looks and something you feel it will make a
good addition to your collection. The second rule is to see possibilities in what you collect. This second rule will
guide you to make a great specialized collection and possibly a great exhibits someday. The last of my important
rules is don’t get sidetracked after you have decided what and how you want to form your specialty. If you follow
my rules above, you will not only enjoy building a great collection you will also have a lot of fun working with your
stamps. Below I am going to go over specifics that have helped me and others follow the above suggestions.

1856, 1861 and Mexico Gothic issues.

The start of the classics is not just the beautiful 1856 issues, but also includes the 1861s and the Provisional Mexico
District Gothic issues of 1867-8. When a collector uses the designs and not the dates of an issue to frame their
specialty, they will not only add a much greater dimension to their study, they will also tell a much more complete
story than what only one issue can tell. I did not cover the first issue in detail, because there are a lot of collectors
that get stuck into only collecting this issue in the series. The best collection of the first classics of Mexico that I
have ever seen never stopped at the first issue but also included the later issues of the series. Collecting all of the
stamps of these issues by district and sub offices is pretty well left to someone that has deep pockets. Considering
that if someone is willing to collect all the districts and cancel possibilities of all the five different denominations, it
not only would take a lifetime to even get close to that mark, it would, as I say, take a lot of money. I faced this task
when I started collecting the Dos Reales of the first design. With a keen eye and waiting for good examples I have
been able to pick up stamps I only dreamed of having before. The fact that I started with the most common issue of
the series, has been a great help in forming my own collection.

Tres Centavos from the Eagles

The above course of collecting can be a good starting point for any specialized collection regardless of the issues
involved. Look at doing a full series in one denomination you feel comfortable with. Your may also try to first
narrow down your search to one denomination and just districts, and from there build this up into other
denomination or forget the denominations and only go for good examples of the districts and sub offices. Modify
your collection and control your search can be a good approach to making your specialty your own.
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1868 6ctv Tixtla 32-69 Yguala and 1872 Papel Sellado wmk, Pachuca 33-72 / Mineral del Monte.

Remember, nothing I life is perfect, and it is my experience that classic stamps are one of the least perfect things I
have ever become familiar with, outside of people. If you really want to build a good collection of classic stamps,
they do not come with perfect centering, flawless condition and perfect cancels. Sometimes you may find
something that really seems to have it all, but what about the other 99.9% of the stamps that may vary greatly in
perfection. Some may come with great appearance but lacking other qualities. Some may be so scarce that condition,
appearance and soundness have to be tossed out when you try to add that key piece to your collection. I personally
have tried to get the nicest appearing example I could for my collection. This may mean accepting a minor thin or a
less than perfect centering. When it came to the rarer items, just getting whatever I could find and afford, with
hopes of replacing them in time became my reality.

An almost perfect stamp face up can have a problem on the back. But, who collects stamps to show the back up in their albums?

Each issue has their characteristics as I have pointed out each week. The Eagles and Maximilian's have their
consignment numbers, the 1868s have district number and year dates, the 1872s have their watermark issues and
the 1874s and Foreign Mail issues have their varieties of paper. The post classic Medallions and Large Numerals
have their odd perforations and the Mulitas have their various watermarks. Another part of 19th Century
specialized collections that I have found interesting are the ‘Back of Book’ stamps, such as the provisional issues of
1867-8 and the later Officials that fit into the Medallions and Mulitas. Proofs and Essays, if one can afford them,
are always interesting to add to a specialized collection. All these collectable items are additions that will improve
the depth to a specialized collection. It becomes these other things like cancels, districts or whatever that can make
a collection much more inspiring to the owner and the viewer. I never met a collector that did not want to take the
opportunity to show off their beautiful stamps or covers.
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Early cover front with Queretaro Medio Real canceled in San Miguel de Allende.

Speaking of covers, this is another area that will really expand you collecting interest in the specialty of your choice.
Nothing in single stamps can tell a story about your philatelic history better than a good cover. The fact that stamps
were designed to go on covers deems that they should be shown on covers when possible. The pre stamp covers or
the Sello Negro ‘Black Mark’ covers used when the stamps were scarce can also add another area where the cancels
we see on stamps are important. The whole history of philately can be displayed with good examples of covers that
were used for different reasons. Very few collections of single stamps will ever gain the appreciation of how
beautiful a cancel can be if they have never viewed them on covers. Likewise, I have pointed out the important of
stamp images that used on postal stationery in late 19th Century Mexico. Adding this area to your stamps quickly
enhances your collection.

Maximilian Cover w/ 25ctv of Queretaro used in Sub office #35 in San Miguel de Allende.

These are just some of the things that people need to strive for in building their collections. On the other hand, I
have clients that just want to finish off their general collections, and this is a worthy area to work one. I know that
this task can be very difficult, especially when faced with some stamps that are extremely difficult to find and the
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cost can be huge amounts of money. The collector should also realize that some of the stamps in the catalogues are
just not available or the risk of winding up with a fake is too great. To go without a certificate of authenticity is not
an option for some of these rare stamps. I also know of collectors that will not settle for second best and such things
as the perfect stamps or a mint never hinged examples of a 19th Century stamps can rarely be found if ever. Finding
these in a perfect set is almost impossible. It takes time, a good eye and buying stamps one at a time to really get
what you want in the classics. So, with all this said, my next message will be turned to those overlooked issues and
periods of the 20th Century.

